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Introduction from the Chair and Vice-Chair:

Hello, delegates!

My name is Alex Hou, I am a senior at Boston University Academy, and I will be your Chair for
BUAMUN XI. Michael Song ‘24 will be my vice-chair. The committee will be modeled on the
disputes between the Galactic Republic and the Confederacy of Independent Systems in Star
Wars.

I joined BUAMUN because I thought it would be a great opportunity to gain Model UN
experience, specifically as an exciting way to develop my leadership and communication skills.
I’ve had tons of fun meeting many delegates, and have always been extremely interested in what
everyone has to contribute to the debate. Listening to delegates debating a new creative idea has
always been my favorite part of BUAMUN. This is my second year participating in BUAMUN,
as I previously served as Vice-Chair for the Avatar: The Last Airbender JCC in BUAMUN X.
Apart from BUAMUN, I love to run, play basketball, watch movies, or listen to music in my free
time.

To prepare for this conference, you should read through this background guide, take a look at
some of the sources used, and watch some of the suggested movies or episodes if time allows.
Star Wars is a science-fiction space opera media series originally created by George Lucas.
Today, it comprises multiple movies, TV shows, comic books, novels, and more. There is a
multitude of characters, stories and lore across millennia that make up the Star Wars universe,
but our committee will focus on the time period during the prequel movies (The Phantom
Menace, Attack of the Clones, Revenge of the Sith), the Clone Wars series (ran from 2008-2014,
last season aired in 2020), and the newly released “Tales of the Jedi” Series. In Star Wars time,
this would be from 32 BBY to 19 BBY. For your research, you need only focus on familiarizing
yourself with the characters and events of this time period, so it is not necessary to spend your
hours digging into every piece of lore you can find about the Star Wars Universe (unless you
simply enjoy it). Because this is a joint-crisis committee, delegates will not only be interacting
with other delegates within the same committee but also with other delegates from the other
committee - JCC: Star Wars: The Republic. In this committee, dress attire is required to either be
formal or that of your assigned character.

Because there are two committees, the flow of debate will depend not only on your interaction
with each other but also with the second committee. For those of you who have never done a
crisis before (or done Model UN before) fear not; we will go over all of this in detail and in
non-MUN rhetoric at the beginning of our first committee session.

This may be confusing, so if you have any questions feel free to reach out to Michael or me.
Also, I’ve attached a couple of sources at the end of this document to help you begin your



research. Good luck with your research, and I look forward to seeing what kind of crisis arcs and
debates you all create!

Sincerely,

Alex Hou
Boston University Academy ‘23
alexhou@bu.edu

Michael Song
Boston University Academy ‘24
mdsong@bu.edu

Position Paper Guidelines:

This committee requires 1 position paper. It is on the topic of the disputes between the
Republic and the Separatists. The absence of at least one position paper will disqualify you (the
delegate) from receiving an award. The quality, depth, and clarity of your position paper will
influence award decisions. Each position paper should be 1-3 pages and double-spaced. This
includes citations, preferably in the format of footnotes. To insert a footnote, simply click Insert
> Footnote. For more information on footnotes, click here. Position papers should follow a
general outline with three paragraphs. This is only a suggestion, as long as the paper fits the
aforementioned specifications, the number of paragraphs will not be taken into consideration.

Possible position paper outline:
1) Introduction to your character and the topic as a whole
2) The position of your character
3) Your character’s proposed solutions

Furthermore, the position paper must be titled in the following format:

Delegation: Alex Hou and Michael Song (your name)
School: Boston University Academy (your school)
Committee: JCC Star Wars - The Separatists
Position: Count Dooku (this should be the person you represent)

mailto:alexhou@bu.edu
mailto:mdsong@bu.edu
https://www.scribbr.com/chicago-style/footnotes/


Conflict Overview and Background:

Disclaimer:
The Crisis Committee will take place when the Galactic Republic and Confederacy

of Independent Systems are on the brink of the Clone Wars. The war has not broken out
yet during our timeline, so any events from the Battle of Geonosis (in 22 BBY) forth may
not be mentioned in committee. However, I have provided an overview of the state of the
galaxy’s crisis up to the Battle of Geonosis, simply because it provides important
background for the Republic and Separatists and the nature of their conflict.

The Grand Republic was a democratic union of many planets and star systems across the
galaxy in which Star Wars takes place. The union was held together by promises of mutual
protection and trade agreements which maintained peace in the galaxy for over a thousand years.
In exchange for economic service and protection from the union, each member planet forfeited
its sovereignty. The Republic largely worked as a parliament, with the Galactic Senate acting as
its governing body. The Senate was composed of elected representatives (or senators) from each
member planet and was led by the Chancellor, who acted as a prime minister. The Chancellor
was an individual elected by a majority vote in the Senate, whose term lasted four years and
typically could only be renewed once. The office of the Chancellor was limited to some official,
ceremonial, and diplomatic duties, while the Senate held most of the power for law-making and
action. The Republic’s religious and peacekeeping body was called the Jedi Order. The Jedi were
protectors that could tap into the light side of the
force, a mystical energy field that all life emits to
bind the galaxy together. By tapping into the force,
the Jedi were able to harness powerful abilities such
as mind tricks, telekinesis, and enhanced athleticism
and strength. Although it had no official military, the
Republic often sent its Jedi to resolve conflicts
through diplomacy or violence. With technological
advancements such as lightspeed travel, the Republic
expanded from an alliance between worlds in the
Inner Rim of the Galaxy to worlds in the Mid Rim,
and ultimately to the Outer Rim. Organizations such
as the Trade Federation and the Banking Clan took



advantage of the opportunities of advanced space travel and the economically dependent worlds
in the Outer Rim. The capital of the Republic was located on the Core World planet of
Coruscant; Core World planets are planets within the Inner Rim that have a stronger influence in
the Senate and Republic. These Core Worlds are much wealthier and more powerful than worlds
in the Outer and Mid Rim, leading to conflict and disputes over inequality that plague the
Galaxy. One such conflict culminated in the secession of thousands of planets from the Republic
and the formation of the Confederacy of Independent Systems (CIS), or the Separatists.

During the events of The Phantom Menace (around 32 BBY), the Trade Federation,
which had developed its own navy and militia against the Republic’s legislation, blockaded the
Outer Rim world of Naboo due to a trade dispute (and a secret pact with Sith Lord Darth
Sidious). Naboo was a member planet of the Republic, yet despite the union’s mutual protection
agreements, the Republic did not provide aid to Naboo. This solidified the idea that the Republic
did not care for the Outer Rim worlds and was solely focused on the agenda of the Core Worlds.
In addition, the Republic ended free trade agreements with the Outer Rim worlds and Trade
Federation following this conflict, which sparked more contempt.

Following the Republic’s ineffectual response to the conflict on Naboo, Padme Amidala,
Senator of Naboo, spearheaded a vote of no-confidence against Chancellor Valorum. When the
vote reached a majority in the Senate, Valorum was forced to step down. In his place, Sheev
Palpatine, a senator of Naboo, rose to power, likely due to a sympathy vote in the Senate.

Shortly before the Clone Wars (24 BBY), a secessionist movement rose from within the
Republic, led by the fallen Jedi Count Dooku. Due to the sheer multitude of planetary members
within the Republic and its centralized nature, planets in the Outer Rim felt neglected in favor of
the Core Worlds. Poverty, piracy, and corruption racked Outer Rim Worlds while Core Worlds
prospered and became rich. Since the Republic was ineffective in keeping peace and providing
for worlds outside of the core (as demonstrated by the Battle of Naboo), many planets and people
became dissatisfied with it and began to view it as corrupt. Among those that became dissatisfied
with the Republic was Count Dooku, who left the Jedi order and publicly spoke against the
Republic, encouraging star systems to secede from the Republic. He then founded the
Confederacy of Independent Systems, also called the CIS or the Separatists. The CIS acted as a
new government made up of the countless star systems that seceded, with Dooku acting as Head
of State. Its governing system was markedly different from the Republic’s. Member



planets/systems were allowed to maintain independence, unlike the planets that were required to
abandon their sovereignty to the central government of the Republic. The confederation operated
on the basis that all members had equal representation in the Separatist Parliament because of the
mutual aversion toward the inequality caused by the increased influence of the Core Worlds in
the Republic. Despite the Separatist’s goals of a fairer governing system, corruption still racked
the Confederacy. In secret, the CIS was supported by multiple corporations that had seats on its
legislative council, such as the Trade Federation and the Intergalactic Banking Clan. These
agreements allowed the Separatist movement to gain traction and allowed the CIS to wield a
powerful military force with the Trade Federation’s navy and droid army.

Due to the heightened tensions and growing military power of the CIS, the Republic took
a series of measures to prepare itself for potential war. It gave Chancellor Palpatine increased
powers and further reduced the autonomy of members, centralizing the government even more
than before. This made it easier for the Republic to take wartime actions and respond quickly to
threats. Through the Military Creation Act, one of the increased powers of the Chancellor was
the ability to raise an army to combat the CIS. The creation of a military was opposed by many
members of the Senate, who held fast to the tradition of the Republic as a peacekeeping force
rather than a warring one. They were also opposed to the increasing centralization of the
Republic, which gave immense power to the Chancellor and Core Worlds. Among these senators
were Padme Amidala and other members of the Loyalist Committee, which had originally been
founded as an advisory board to support the Chancellor. When Padme Amidala traveled to
Coruscant to oppose the Military Creation Act on the day of the vote, a bounty hunter named
Zam Wesell attempted to assassinate her. Jedi master Obi-Wan Kenobi, who was assigned along
with his Padawan Anakin Skywalker to protect Padme, began an investigation that led to the
eruption of outright war between the CIS and the Republic.

Kenobi, in an attempt to understand who was behind the assassination attempt and their
motives, tracked Zam Wesell back to her employer. In doing so, he discovered that the notorious
bounty hunter Jango Fett had hired her for the assassination. When Fett killed Wessell for the
failed job with a saberdart (a toxic dart), Kenobi tracked the origins of the weapon to the planet
Kamino. On Kamino, he discovered a military force of clone troopers that had been in
development for 10 years at a medical facility. This clone manufacturing facility was creating an
army that had been ordered by the Jedi Master Sifo-Dyas in 32 BBY for use by the Republic.



Despite the anti-military legislation of the Republic during this time period, Sifo-Diyas
foresaw great future conflict in the Republic shortly before the Battle of Naboo, and under false
pretenses (by acting as if it was an order of the Galactic Senate) ordered the army’s construction.
Shortly after Chancellor Palpatine came into power, he learned of the existence of the clone army
and began to manipulate its control for his own purposes. Palpatine was covertly a Sith Lord
(Darth Sidious), an individual who drew upon the dark side of the force. He desired to gain
immense power in the Galaxy as an emperor and to wipe out the Jedi Order and all other
opposition. One component necessary to achieve these ends was the creation of a powerful
galactic force loyal to himself. Thus, in collaboration with his apprentice, Count Dooku, who had
left the Republic because of his sentiment against corruption but was manipulated by Sidious, he
was able to assassinate Sifo-Dyas and take control of the clone army’s manufacture. Dooku,
acting as Sifo-Dyas, had ordered the troopers to be cloned from Jango Fett’s genetic composition
and for a small device known as an inhibitor chip to be planted in their brains, a device that
would later be used to cause the clones to lose some of their autonomy and turn on the Jedi.

Upon discovering the army cloned after Jango Fett, Kenobi requested to meet with him
and inquired about the creation of the army. Before engaging in a small tussle with the bounty
hunter, he learned that Fett had been hired by a figure named Tyranus (Dooku’s secret Sith alias)
to be the template for the Clone Army. With this information, Kenobi pursued Fett to the planet
of Geonosis in his starfighter (a small, maneuverable starship). Upon arriving, he found himself
in the midst of a Separatist Council meeting. In the presence of this meeting, he learned that the
CIS had been supported in secret by organizations such as the Trade Federation and that the
Trade Federation’s Leader, Nute Gunray, in collaboration with the CIS, had been responsible for
the assassination attempts on Padme Amidala. In addition, he found that the Trade Federation
was supplying a powerful droid army to the CIS, a direct threat to the Republic.

When attempting to transmit this information to the Republic, Kenobi was taken captive
by the CIS. This caused the tensions between Separatists and the Republic to reach a climax.
Anakin Skywalker and Senator Padme Amidala attempted to come to his rescue but were also
captured by the Confederacy. The immediate danger posed to these key figures in the Republic
forced the Senate to act. The Military Creation Act was passed in this emergency situation, and
the Chancellor was given authority to raise the Grand Army of the Republic. The effects of this
were that many more star systems seceded from the Republic in protest of the militia or closed
their borders, sometimes preferring the autonomy of their own armies to protect themselves from



threats. To form the army, the Republic took advantage of the military force of clone troopers
that had been in development for a decade on Kamino. The emergency military powers given to
Chancellor Palpatine allowed the Republic to act swiftly, sending a strike team of Jedi along with
clone battalions to rescue Kenobi, Anakin, and Padme from the planet of Geonosis. This conflict
resulted in the First Battle of Geonosis (22 BBY), a clash that sparked the 3-year Clone Wars
(The Republic vs the Confederacy).

Our Crisis Committee will be set before the Battle of Geonosis, in a time period where
the dispute could turn out any number of ways: war, a settlement between the Republic and the
Separatists, or even something else. Therefore, it’s up to you to decide how to solve the
forthcoming conflict.

This committee will be made up of members of the Confederacy of Independent Systems
(CIS), or Separatists. The government of the CIS is made up of a single head of state, the
Supreme Commander of the Droid Armies, the Separatist council, and the Separatist Senate (also
known as the Separatist Parliament or Congress). Additionally, various corporations have sway
to make decisions in the council. The council represents eight independent galactic governments
including the Trade Federation, Techno Union, InterGalactic Banking Clan, Geonosian
Industries, Commerce Guild, Corporate Alliance, Hyper-Communications Cartel, and Quarren
Isolation League. The Separatist Senate is made up of multiple factions, with the main factions
being either pro-war or pro-peace against the Republic.

Topics for this committee to address:
Topic A: Resolving the forthcoming war between the Republic and Separatists

Topic B: Addressing the discrimination of outer ring planets

Questions to Consider:

● Does your character want peace or war between The Republic and The Separatists?

● What can be done to resolve the conflict between The Republic and The Separatists?

● Does your character have any personal goals in this committee other than the end goal of
peace?



● Is the Separatists' secession justifiable?

● Is your character from a planet of the Outer or Inner Rim, and how does that influence
their motives?

Bloc Positions –The Separatists:

1. Count Dooku (Committee Leader) - Count Dooku of Serenno is a Fallen Jedi Master
who founded the Separatist movement. In his Raxus Address, which signaled the
beginning of the Separatist Alliance, he spoke out against the Republic, denouncing them
as corrupt and for allowing the ideals and moral values of the Republic to decline so
heavily, as they neglected outer rim planets, playing favorites towards the Core Worlds.
This address triggered a chain reaction of many star systems to secede from the Republic
and join the Separatist movement. He currently serves as the Head of State for the
Separatist alliance. He has powers that are available for the use of coercion. However,
Count Dooku can only use these powers through the popular vote of the committee.
Count Dooku is also the apprentice to Darth Sidious (Chancellor Palpatine), whom the
Count believes is there to help him as his best interest. However, Dooku is only a pawn in
Sidious’ master plan.

2. Viceroy Nute Gunray - Nute Gunray of Neimoidia serves as the Viceroy of the Trade
Federation. He previously ordered the Invasion of Naboo. Bitter with his failure, he allied
himself with Count Dooku, pledging formidable military support to the CIS in return for
the life of the former Queen, now senator Padme Amidala of Naboo, seeking revenge.
After avoiding imprisonment by the Republic for his actions on Naboo, he returned to his
duties as Viceroy. Gunray is powerful, deceitful, and willing to kill. He is primarily
interested in his own well-being and concerns but supports the Separatists’ views on free
trade. He holds a position on the Separatist Council. Additionally, he has access to
control of the Trade Federation’s military.

3. Magistrate Passel Argente - Passel Argente of Mileva serves as the Magistrate of the
Corporate Alliance. He was one of the first to support the CIS, inspiring others to follow
in his stead. Passel Argente eventually resigned his position in the Senate, pledging
military support to Count Dooku. Being the head of a powerful corporation, as well as
being one of the first to join the CIS, Argente was rewarded with a seat on the Separatist
Council. He prefers to play a more administrative role, keeping himself in the
background and concerning himself with more practical projects or operations. He is very
anti-piracy and pro-protection of trade.

4. Chairman San Hill - San Hill of Scipio serves as the Chairman of the InterGalactic
Banking Clan, the second most powerful financial contributor to the CIS, behind the
Trade Federation. He pledged his support to the CIS after realizing the opportunities for
profit and was thus granted a position on the Separatist Council. On the council, he serves
as the financial cartel’s representative. As chairman of the Banking Clan, he knows that
no war can be fought without money. He holds a grudge against the Republic and the Jedi



Order, and isn’t afraid to conspire with others to achieve his goals. However, despite his
pledge of support for the CIS, he does not want to fully commit the Banking Clan to the
CIS, as he realizes the numerous opportunities for profit within the Republic.

5. Presidente Shu Mai - Shu Mai of Castell serves as the President of the Commerce Guild.
Her planet was also devastated by economic depression years earlier due to Republic
neglect. However, the planet was saved by the Commerce Guild, an organization Shu Mai
was able to climb the ranks of. Initially, after being invited to the Separatist Council on
Geonosis, she conveyed her doubts about the movement, realizing that they could be
viewed as treasonous, a doubt still very slightly in the back of her mind. Despite her
misgivings, she was also obsessed with power and status, and so she eventually pledged
her support to the CIS, earning a seat on the Separatist Council. She was known to have
no moral values to achieve her goals but was always extremely careful to stay within the
lines of the law. Ultimately, her final goal was power.

6. Foreman Wat Tambor - Wat Tambor of Skako serves as the Foreman of the Techno
Union. After pledging military support to the CIS in return for promises of unlimited
profits, he earned a spot on the Separatist Council. Despite declaring the Techno Union as
neutral, he was a fervent and unwavering supporter of the CIS, channeling significant
resources into the CIS. Like the other members of the Separatist Council, he was
extremely greedy and self-interested. He is close friends with Nute Gunray of the Trade
Federation and is a large contributor to the droid army of the CIS.

7. Poggle the Lesser - Poggle the Lesser of Geonosis was the Archduke and public leader
of the Geonosians. Rising from the rank of drone to Archduke, Poggle was one of the
earliest and most loyal members of the CIS, pledging himself early to the CIS, rather than
ever having any loyalty towards the Republic. Poggle struck a deal with the Trade
Federation to assist them in the Invasion of Naboo, with the help of Darth Sidious
(Palpatine). Despite his hatred of the Trade Federation, he made this deal gladly,
displaying his loyalty towards the budding Separatist movement. Having knowledge of
engineering and being a member of the Techno Union, Poggle controls all of the droid
factories on Geonosis, a considerable part of the Separatists’ army. As a weapons builder,
he supports the war, seeing it as a way to make money. He is on the Separatist Council.

8. Senator Mina Bonteri - Mina Bonteri of Onderon serves on the Separatist Senate as a
senator. Mina Bonteri used to represent her home planet of Onderon in the Galactic
Senate. She was also a mentor to Padme Amidala, with the two becoming close friends
over the years of their relationship. However, this relationship has slowly been
deteriorating as Bonteri now serves count Dooku and the CIS, preferring a populist
government compared to the central government of the Republic. She also viewed the
Republic as corrupt, admiring Count Dooku for standing up to them. Despite this
admiration and loyalty to the Separatists and the large deterioration of their relationship,
she and Padme both still hold each other in high regard, and she is open to
communication with the Loyalist Senator. Additionally, she is a strong supporter of peace
with the Republic.



9. Senator Bec Lawise - Bec Lawise of Mileva serves as the Separatists Congress Leader in
the Separatist Senate. Amongst many of the planets and senators that withdrew from the
Republic to join the CIS, Bec Lawise was one of the veteran politicians that withdrew
from the Republic. As the leader of the Separatist Senate, Bec Lawise governs the
congress with a soft touch, keeping the group reined within the CIS core beliefs of
minimal taxation and trade regulation, with great control of sovereign territory. Despite
being on opposing sides with his senate, he still maintains a friendship with many of his
senate friends. Despite this, he was very devoted to the CIS, desiring the Confederacy’s
legitimacy and recognition as its own separate entity, apart from the Republic.
Furthermore, he believes that corporations such as the InterGalactic Banking Clan should
remain neutral.

10. Senator Voe Atell - In the Senate, she represents the Corporate Alliance. Voe Atell is a
Separatist senator that staunchly opposes the Republic and seeks war with them.
However, her main goal is for the Republic to recognize the legitimacy of the
Confederacy. If a bill for peace were ever to rise, she would likely be opposed to it. Atell
has access to the resources of the Corporate Alliance.

11. Grievous - Grievous of Kalee is a cyborg warlord, serving as a fearsome military leader
and warrior for the Separatists. He is ruthless in his effective military tactics, and it would
be unsurprising for him to soon be promoted to the role of General if war were to break
out. He received his cybernetic enhancements following a plot where Count Dooku, San
Hill, and Poggle the Lesser conspired together to fake an assassination attempt on
Grievous. The attempt failed, and Grievous was offered cybernetic enhancements to save
his life. These enhancements also made him a more fearsome warrior, and thus he was
trained in lightsaber combat by Count Dooku. He was also told that it was the Jedi that
orchestrated the attempt on his life, further increasing his hatred of the Republic and the
Jedi Order. He is allied with the Separatists in direct opposition to the Republic and the
Jedi Order, whom he regards as his mortal enemies.

12. Lok Durd - Lok Durd of Neimoidia is a weapons developer for the CIS. He is extremely
skilled in his craft and was capable of making very dangerous weapons. Because of his
role as a weapons developer, he is very pro-war for his own personal profit and pride. He
hoped that Republic systems might cower in fear at the mention of his name. He is
ruthless and merciless, making him largely disliked among his peers. He also believes
that Neimoidians are the noblest beings in the galaxy, and he holds a hatred for humans.

13. Rune Haako - Rune Haako is the Settlement Officer of the Trade Federation and a
lieutenant to Viceroy Nut Gunray. He shares Gunray’s interests in free trade and
protecting economic interests, and is also very greedy. Unlike Gunray, he dislikes Count
Dooku and his superior’s alliance with the Sith. Haako has access to the money and
resources of the Trade Federation and is able to use them to his advantage.

14. Tikkes - Tikkes serves as a member of the Separatist Council. Although previously a
member of the Republic Senate, he pledged his allegiance to the CIS after realizing he
could gain power and profits from the CIS. He was a corrupt businessman and never



afraid of using illegal means to achieve his goals or to put down his political opponents.
His power in the Republic ended once claims of corruption finally amounted towards
evidence that he was involved with a slave ring.

15. Po Nudo - Po Nudo serves as a member of the Separatist Council. He was previously
part of the Republic Senate before withdrawing. On the Separatist Council, he is assigned
as the manager of the Hyper-Communications cartel, the main method of communication
in the CIS. Due to the position he was offered, he quickly accepted his spot on the
Council and turned sides to the Republic. He is a very loyal member of the CIS, and will
not stop at anything he deems necessary for the legitimacy of the CIS.
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